NEW cONSTRUCTION iNSTALLATION iNSTRUCTIONS
Read all instructions thoroughly before beginning the installation of the
window. These instructions are intended as a basic guide for installing
new construction windows. Accessories are available from Simonton to
ease the installation and finishing of the window. For more information on
accessories and their applications, contact your Simonton supplier.
nspect unit for correct size, type, damage and correct installation infor1 Imation
for your application. If a problem exists with any of these areas
contact your distributor before installing. Begin by measuring the rough
opening. The window should have approximately 1/4" and no more than
1/2" around the perimeter of the unit. Also check sill plate to ensure it is
level (Fig.A). If sill is not level make corrections at this time.
fin of the window must be sealed with the proper grade of sealant
2	Nail
and flashing, per building code specifications, to prevent water infiltra-
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tion around the window. The proper grade will depend on the surface
the nail fin will be sealed against. Always make sure that the material
used is compatible.

3

	Run a continuous 3/8" bead of sealant around the inside perimeter of
the nailing fin aligned with pre-punched holes (Fig. B).

4

	Place temporary shims at each corner of the rough opening where the
jamb meets the sill plate. With the sash closed and locked, insert the
window from the outside and rest it on the shims. Make sure there is a
1/4" gap between the sill plate and window frame to allow for fluctuations in building materials and window unit (Fig. C).

5

	Using a corrosion resistant fastener that will penetrate a structural
member at least 1" with a head size larger than the pre-punched hole
begin by inserting fastener in the pre-punched hole in the top corner of
the nailing fin. Check the window that it is centered, plumb, level, square
and true in the opening, then nail the bottom opposite corner at sill
(Fig. D).
Note: When installing Casements, replace a screw in each tie bar guide
with 2 1/2" installation screws (Fig. E). After the window is secured,
recheck the sash operation and the weather seals.

Measure the unit diagonally in both directions to ensure the square6 	ness
of the window (Fig. F). If the window is out of square or the sill
is bowed, the overlapping and interlocking meeting rail may not seal
properly even if the sash locks.
Check the sash where they meet the jambs to be certain the reveals
7 	are
even. If there are any uneven reveals (gaps), shim accordingly.
Check operation and make any further adjustments. To complete the
anchoring of the unit insert fasteners in a minimum of every other prepunch nail hole.
	Note: If the jambs are adjusted too far in or out the sash pivot bar
could bind and cause the sash to become inoperative.
Loosely pack insulation around the window frame, on the interior,
8 	between
the frame and the opening. Use of expanding foam is
acceptable as long as it meets AAMA 812-04 specifications.

9

	Finish off the exterior of the window. If applying brick, stone, stucco,
etc., make sure to leave a 1/4" gap around the entire window frame
to allow for fluctuation and expansion of materials and mortar. Be sure
to use the proper grade of sealant to seal the entire perimeter of the
window (Fig. G). Do not leave any gaps where water or outside elements can penetrate into the home. Use common sense to complete
the exterior. Seal all areas that are prone to air or water infiltration. Make
certain that the weeps on the outside of the window are open and that
water can drain from the sill and out of the weeps (Fig. H).

Finish off the interior of the window. Check the window to be sure it
10	operates
properly (Fig. I).
emember: The homeowner is the final inspector. Clean the window
11	Rwell
and remove all debris from the job site. Be sure the homeowner is
familiar with the proper operation and all features of the window.
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